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Hamidoune conjectured in [I] that a Cayley digraph always contains a positive atom; we ex- 
hibit a counterexample and thereby disprove the conjecture. 
1. Introduction 
I. I. Fragments and atoms 
Let D=(X,E) be a directed graph (digraph) without 907:. x ~~~~8~iple edges, D 
is strongly connected if for any x,y E X there is a directed pi.. : i:: .t ,Y (and from 
y to x). TcX is a cutset of D if D x_ r (the subgraph induced L u X.-- T) is not 
strongly connected. The connectivity of D is defined by 
x(D)=min{ ITI 1 T is a cutset or )X- TI = I}. 
Now suppose D=(X,E) is strongly connected, let FCX, and set: 
Nt(F)={x~X-Fl(f,x)~E for someJeFF), 
N-(F)={~EX-Fl(x,f)~E for somefeF}, 
F- =X-(FUN+(F)) and F+ =X-(FUN-(F)). 
FcX is a positive (respectively negative) fragmenf of D if: 
(9) IN+(F)1 =,x(D) (respectively IN-(F)/ =X(D)), 
(2) F-z0 (respectively F+ #0). 
An afom is a fragment of minimal cardinality (it may be positive or negative). 
Note that if F is a positive (negative) fragment, then F- (F+) is a negative 
(positive) fragment. Note also that if D is changed to D (obtained from D by chang- 
ing the orientation of the edges), positive (negative) fragments are changed to 
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negative (positive) fragments, and positive (negative) atoms are changed to negative 
(positive) atoms. 
The central theorem about atoms in digraphs is: 
‘It’heorem I, I (Hamidoune). Ler D = (XE) &e a digruph, A a posirive atom of D, 
und F u positive fragment of D. Then A C F or A (7 F= 0, 
The result is naturally still valid if A is a negative atom, and Fa negative fragment 
(change D to D); the point is that A and F have to be of the same kind. 
I. 2. Cq&y digruphs 
Let G be a finite group and SC G - ( 1). The C@y/ey digraph defined by G and 
S is D=C(G,S)=(G,E) where E= ((x,y)lx”“y~S). 
Note that D is strongly connected if (and only if) S gcnerutcs G. Note also that 
D is also a Cayley digraph: b= C(G,S-‘). 
The left multiplications by elements of G, X- gx, are graph automorphisms, and 
they form a group which acts transitively on the set of vertices G of D. So at least 
one atom exists that contains I. An interesting fact about atoms of Cayley digraphs 
is: 
Proposition 1.2 (Hamidoune [I]). Let A be an atom of D = C(G, S) confaining 1. 
A is a subgrotrp of G. 
(To prove this, note that for any XE G, and in particular for any XE A, XA is an 
atom of the same kind as A, and apply Theorem 1.1.) 
Now in a strongly connected digraph D, atoms exist (by definition), but not 
necessarily of both kinds (positive and negative). Hamidoune [I] conjectured that 
in every Cayley digraph positive atoms exist (hence atoms of both kinds). We will 
show that this is not the case in the following counterexample. 
2. A counterexample 
Consider G = S,. Let D = (1,2), b = (1,3,4), so that ab = (1,3,4,2). Let 
S= {a,b,ab) and D=C(G,S). 
One checks easily that a and b generate Se, so that D is strongly connected. Let 
A = { l,crf (note that A is a subgroup). We claim A is a positive atom. 
N’(A)=AS-A=(b,ub} so 
#’ + (A)[ = 2. 
Hence .X(D)< 2. al(D) > 1 is easily seen directly; for example apply [3, Proposition 
3.41 to get .X(D)>+lSJ, i.e., ,X(D)> i. 
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So we have proved N(D) = IN+(A)I = 2, Therefore A is a positive atom, 
A is not a negative atom: Indeed, 
N-(A) = AS-‘-A = (b-‘,ab-I,&-‘u~ub-‘a). 
Those elements are all different and IN-(A)1 =4. 
We will now prove that no negative atoms exists. Suppose the contrary. Then, as 
remarked above, there is a negative atom C containing 1; it is a subgroup, so it must 
be of the form C= { 1,~) with c of order 2. An atom is always strongly connected 
(an easy property proved in [2]), so (1, c) is an edge, i.e., CE S and so c = u. This is 
a contradiction since A is not a negative atom. 
Hence D = C(G, S) contains no negative atoms. (And b = C(G, S-‘) contains no 
positive atoms,) 
3, Conclusion 
It was proved in [I] that positive atoms are negative if G is an abeiian group. The 
same line of reasoning proves easily that if an atom containing 1 is a normal 
subgroup, then it is also both positive and negative. Whether there are more general 
conditions for which both positive and negative atoms exist remains to be seen. 
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